Abstract-Thanks to the availability and increasing popularity of wearable devices such as GoPro cameras, smart phones, and glasses, we have access to a plethora of videos captured from first person perspective. Surveillance cameras and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) also offer tremendous amounts of video data recorded from top and oblique view points. Egocentric and surveillance vision have been studied extensively but separately in the computer vision community. The relationship between these two domains, however, remains unexplored. In this study, we make the first attempt in this direction by addressing two basic yet challenging questions. First, having a set of egocentric videos and a top-view surveillance video, does the top-view video contain all or some of the egocentric viewers? In other words, have these videos been shot in the same environment at the same time? Second, if so, can we identify the egocentric viewers in the top-view video? These problems can become extremely challenging when videos are not temporally aligned. Each view, egocentric or top, is modeled by a graph and the assignment and time-delays are computed iteratively using the spectral graph matching framework. We evaluate our method in terms of ranking and assigning egocentric viewers to identities present in the top-view video over a dataset of 50 top-view and 188 egocentric videos captured under different conditions. We also evaluate the capability of our proposed approaches in terms of temporal alignment. The experiments and results demonstrate the capability of the proposed approaches in terms of jointly addressing the temporal alignment and assignment tasks.
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INTRODUCTION
O N one hand, wearable devices such as GoPro cameras, smart phones and glasses have recently provided us with a large amount of video data from the first person point of view. Analysis of these videos has become an interesting and rapidly-growing research area in computer vision, from detecting and recognizing actions (e.g., [2] , [3] ) to localizing the field of view of an egocentric viewer (e.g., [4] ).
Top-view vision has a long history in the computer vision research, from human detection and re-identification (e.g., [5] , [6] , [7] ) to object tracking (e.g., [8] ). These two types of visual data, capturing drastically different view-points, provide complementary sources of information. If combined correctly, they can provide rich analytical power. Also, due to more research on third-person vision, there are more available datasets, and methods designed specifically for third person videos. A thorough understanding of the relationship between third person and first person videos, can open the door to adapting the extensive amount of research done on third person vision to the new area of egocentric vision.
The first step towards relating the egocentric and topview vision is to establish correspondences between them. Efficiently matching the content between egocentric and top-view cameras is necessary for additional mutual analysis of both contents. To take the first step in this direction, we consider a specific scenario which is localizing and identifying people recording the egocentric videos in a topview reference video, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
Given a set of egocentric videos and a top-view video, we ask the following two questions: 1) Does this set of egocentric videos belong to the viewers visible in the top-view video? and 2) If yes, which viewer is capturing each egocentric video? In general, these problems can be very challenging due to the nature of egocentric cameras. The camera-holder is not visible in his own egocentric video leaving us with no cues regarding his visual appearance. To answer these questions, we need to compare a set of egocentric videos to a set of viewers visible in a single top-view video. Each set is represented by a graph, and the two graphs are compared using a spectral graph matching technique [9] . In the egocentric graph, each node is an egocentric video. In the top-view graph, each node corresponds to a visible viewer.
In order to evaluate our method, we use the same dataset as our earlier work [1] , which contains several test sets. In each set, multiple people, hereafter referred to as ego-centric viewers, are walking around while recording videos. At the same time, a top-view camera is recording the entire area including all or some of the egocentric viewers and possibly some intruders (See Fig. 1 ). In what follows, we mention some challenges concerning this problem and sketch the layout of our solution.
In order to have an understanding of the behavior of each individual in the top-view video, we use the multiple object tracking method in [10] to extract viewers' trajectories in the top-view video. Note that an egocentric video captures a person's field of view rather than his spatial location. Therefore, the content of a viewer's egocentric video corresponds to the content of the viewer's field of view in the top-view camera. For the sake of brevity, in what follows we refer to a viewer's top-view field of view as Top-FOV. Since trajectories computed by multiple object tracking do not provide the orientation of the egocentric cameras in the top-view video, we assume that for the most part humans tend to look straight ahead (i.e., front-looking head and torso), and therefore shoot videos from the world in front of them. This assumption often holds when viewers wear the camera on their body (Please see Fig. 4 ). Having an estimate of a viewer's orientation and Top-FOV, we then encode the changes in his Top-FOV over time and use it as a descriptor. We show that this feature correlates with the change in the global visual features of the scene observed in his corresponding egocentric video.
We also define pairwise features to capture the relationship between a pair of egocentric videos, and similarly the relationship between a pair of viewers in the top-view video. Intuitively, if an egocentric viewer observes a certain scene and another egocentric viewer comes across the same scene some time later, this could hint as a relationship between the two cameras. If we match a top-view viewer to one of the two egocentric videos, we are likely to be able to find the other viewer using the mentioned relationship. As we experimentally show, this pairwise relationship significantly improves the assignment accuracy. The assignment allows us to define a score for measuring the similarity between the two graphs. Our experiments demonstrate that the graph matching score could be used for verifying whether the top-view video is in fact capturing the set of egocentric viewers (See the diagram shown in Fig. 3 ).
We build on our earlier work [1] and address the same two problems. Here, however, we propose two different iterative algorithms to enforce consistent time-delays among the videos. We evaluate and compare the proposed methods versus [1] on both tasks. We also evaluate the proposed method in terms of jointly addressing the two problems (Section 4.2.5), temporal alignment (Section 4.2.6), and effect of video length in the assignment accuracy (Section 4.2.8). Runtime of the proposed algorithms are also studied analytically and empirically.
Applications. Establishing reliable correspondences between egocentric and top-view videos can have several real world applications. Sport analysis: Videos of athletes equipped with body-worn cameras alongside with videos captured by static top-view cameras could potentially offer additional insights for sport analysts and coaches. Having access to the egocentric videos captured by athletes in a group sport activity (e.g., a soccer match), and top and oblique view broadcasting videos, our method allows finding the correct sport event containing those players (our first question). In the same context, knowing that these egocentric videos have been captured by soccer players in a certain soccer match, we can identify them from their egocentric videos i.e., determine who has recorded each egocentric video (our second question). Security and surveillance: Another possible application of this study can be in law Fig. 1 . Left) A set of 5 egocentric videos. Right) A top-view video capturing the scene. The viewers are highlighted using red circles in the topview video. We aim to answer the two following questions: 1) Does this set of egocentric videos belong to the viewers visible in the top-view video? 2) Assuming they do, which viewer is capturing which egocentric video?. Fig. 3 . Adapting our method for evaluating top-view videos. We form a graph on the set of egocentric videos and compare this graph to other graphs built on different top-view videos. The top-view videos are ranked based on how similar their graphs are to the egocentric graph. The performance of this ranking helps us answer our first question. Fig. 2 . The input to our framework is a set of egocentric videos (in this case 5 videos), and one top-view video. The goal is to assign the egocentric videos to the people recording them. A graph is formed on the set of egocentric videos (each node being one of the egocentric videos), and another graph is formed on the top-view video (each node representing one of the targets present in the video). Using spectral graph matching, a soft assignment is found between the two graphs, and using a soft-to-hard assignment, each egocentric video is assigned to one of the viewers in the top-view video. This assignment addresses the second question in Fig. 1 . Fig. 4 . Expected FOV for three different viewers in the top-view video alongside with their corresponding egocentric frames. The Top-FOV shown for the identity highlighted in green has a high overlap with the one highlighted in yellow, therefore we expect their egocentric videos (color-coded accordingly) to have relatively similar visual content. In contrast, the FOV of the identity highlighted in red does not have as much overlap with other FOVs, thus we do not expect their egocentric videos to be visually similar.
enforcement. Securing crowded events such as parades, riots, concerts, etc has always been a challenging task. Plenty of data can be collected by users participating in such events, and also by drones and surveillance cameras in oblique or top-down views. Augmenting the data collected by users with overhead data systematically and establishing spatial and temporal correspondence between the two sources is very beneficial for tasks such as identification, tracking, and detecting suspicious activities. During the past few years, there have been instances of crimes committed by people who were recording the event using first person videos, or have been recorded by other people. Also, given the prevalence of the use of body worn cameras by officers, we might be looking for surveillance cameras containing a group of officers (question 1), or a specific officer in a surveillance video (question 2). Once this correspondence is discovered, the information from surveillance and egocentric cameras can be augmented more efficiently.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related works are mentioned in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe details of our framework. Section 4 presents our experimental results followed by discussions and conclusions in Sections 5 and 6.
RELATED WORKS
Visual analysis of egocentric videos has recently become a hot research topic in computer vision [11] , [12] , from recognizing daily activities [2] , [3] to object detection [13] , video summarization [14] , [15] , and predicting gaze behavior [16] , [17] , [18] . In the following, we review some previous work related to ours spanning Relating static and egocentric cameras, Social interactions among egocentric viewers, as well as Person (re)identification and localization.
Relating Static and Egocentric Cameras. Some studies have addressed relationships between moving and static cameras. Interesting works reported in [19] , [20] have explored the relationship between mobile and static cameras for the purpose of improving object detection accuracy. [21] fuses information from egocentric and exocentric vision (third-person static cameras in the environment) with laser depth range data to improve depth perception and 3D reconstruction. Park et al. [22] predict gaze behavior in social scenes using first-person and third-person cameras. Soran et al. [23] have addressed action recognition in presence of an egocentric video and multiple static videos. [24] seeks a unified representation for simultaneously recorded scripted videos, and [25] performs segmentation and identification across synchronized first person and third person videos.
Social Interactions among Egocentric Viewers. To explore the relationship among multiple egocentric viewers, [26] combines several egocentric videos to achieve a more complete video with less quality degradation by estimating the importance of different scene regions and incorporating the consensus among several egocentric videos. Fathi et al. [27] detect and recognize the type of social interactions such as dialogue, monologue, and discussion by detecting human faces and estimating their body and head orientations. Yonetani et al. [28] correlate the head motion of an egocentric observer with the humans present in other egocentric videos to perform self-search. [29] proposes a multi-task clustering framework, which searches for coherent clusters of daily actions using the notion that people tend to perform similar actions in certain environments such as workplace or kitchen. [30] proposes a framework that discovers static and movable objects used by a set of egocentric users. Recent work in [31] identifies the person who draws the most attention in a set of egocentric viewers, given a set of timesynchronized egocentric videos interacting with each other.
Person (Re)Identification and Localization. Perhaps, the most similar computer vision task to ours is person re-identification [7] , [32] , [33] . The objective here is to find and identify people across multiple cameras. In other words, who is each person present in one static camera in another overlapping or non-overlapping static camera? However, the main cue in human re-identification is visual appearance of humans, which is absent in egocentric videos. Tasks such as human identification and localization in egocentric cameras have been studied in the past. [34] uses the head motion of an egocentric viewer as a biometric signature to determine which videos have been captured by the same person. In [35] , authors identify egocentric observers in other egocentric videos using their head motion. The work of [4] localizes the field of view of an egocentric camera by matching it against a reference dataset of videos or images (such as Google street view), and Regmiet al. [36] performs cross-view image synthesis. Landmarks and map symbols have been used in [37] to perform self localization on the map. The study reported in [38] addresses the problem of person re-identification in a surveillance network of wearable devices, and [39] performs re-identification on time-synchronized wearable cameras.
FRAMEWORK
The block diagram in Fig. 2 illustrates different steps of our approach. First, each view (egocentric or top-view) is represented by a graph which defines the relationship among the viewers present in the scene. These two graphs may not have the same number of nodes, as some individuals present in the top-view video might not be collecting egocentric videos. Each graph consists of a set of nodes where each node represents a viewer (egocentric or top-view) and each edge represents the relationship between two viewers.
We represent each viewer in the top-view by describing his expected Top-FOV, and in egocentric view by the visual content of his video over time. These descriptions are encoded in the graph nodes. We also define pairwise relationships between pairs of viewers, encoded as the edge features of the graph (i.e., how two viewers' visual experience relate to each other).
Second, we use spectral graph matching to compute a score measuring the similarity between the two graphs, alongside with an assignment from the nodes of the egocentric graph to the nodes of the top-view graph. Since the videos are not necessarily time-synchronized, it is important to take the relative time-delays between the videos into account. Therefore, we propose methods which simultaneously estimate the assignments and the relative timedelays between the egocentric and top-view videos. We try two different iterative algorithms, analyze the pros and cons of each, and evaluate their performance on our dataset.
Once an assignment is found, the graph matching score can be considered a similarity measure between the egocentric and top-view graphs. Thus, it can be used for verifying whether a set of egocentric videos correspond to the set of viewers visible in the top-view video (i.e., answering the first question). In addition, assuming the top-view video does indeed contain the set of egocentric viewers, the assignment obtained by the graph matching answers the second question. We also evaluate the capability of our proposed algorithms in jointly addressing the two problems. In other words, given a set of egocentric viewers and a set of top-view videos, we identify each egocentric viewer across all the top-view videos. Finally, we evaluate the performance of the proposed methods in terms of temporal alignment. We organize this section by first describing the graph formation process for each of the views, and then describing the details of the matching procedures.
Graph Representation
Each view, egocentric or top, is described using a single graph. The set of egocentric videos is represented using a graph in which a node represents one of the egocentric videos, and an edge captures the relationship between the content of the two videos.
In the top-view graph, each node represents the expected visual experience of a viewer being tracked (in the top-view video), and an edge captures the relationship between the two visual experiences over time. Visual experience refers to what a viewer is expected to observe during the course of his recording, seen from the top-view camera.
Modeling the Top-View Graph
In order to model the visual experience of a viewer in the top-view camera, knowledge about his spatial location (i.e., trajectory) throughout the video is needed. We employ the multiple object tracking method presented in [10] to extract a set of trajectories, each corresponding to one of the viewers in the scene. Similar to [10] , we use annotated bounding boxes, and provide their centers as an input to the multiple object tracker. Our tracking results here are nearly perfect due to the high quality of videos, high video frame rate, and lack of challenges such as occlusion in the top-view videos.
Each node represents one of the individuals being tracked. Employing the general assumption that people often tend to look straight ahead, we use a person's speed vector as the direction of his camera at time t (denoted as u t ). Further, assuming a fixed angle (u d ), we expect the content of the person's egocentric video to be consistent with the content included between the two rays emanating from the viewer's location between angles u À u d and u þ u d . Fig. 4 illustrates the expected Top-FOV for three different individuals present in a frame. In our experiments, we set u d to 30 degrees. In theory, angle u d can be estimated more accurately by knowing intrinsic camera parameters such as focal length and sensor size of the corresponding egocentric camera. However, since we do not know the corresponding egocentric camera, we set it to a default value. As a postprocessing, we perform a Gaussian temporal filter on top of the estimated orientations in order to handle the possible stationary torso rotation moments between two dominant directions of movement.
Top-FOVs are not directly comparable to viewers' egocentric views. The area in the Top-FOV in a top-view video mostly contains the ground floor which is not what an egocentric viewer usually observes. However, what can be used to compare the two views is the relative change in the Top-FOV of a viewer over time. This change should correlate with the change in the content of the egocentric video.
Node Features. We extract two unary features for each node, one capturing the changes in the content covered by his FOV, and the other one capturing the number of visible people in the content of the Top-FOV.
To encode the relative change in the visual content of viewer i visible in the top-view camera, we form the T t Â T t matrix (T t denotes the number of frames in the top-view video) U Fig. 5a .
Having the Top-FOV of viewer i estimated, we then count the number of people within his Top-FOV at each 
Modeling the Egocentric Graph
Similar to the top-view graph, we construct a graph on the set of egocentric videos. Each node of this graph represents one of the egocentric videos. Edges between the nodes capture the relationship between a pair of egocentric videos.
Node Features. Similar to the top-view graph, each node is represented using two features. First, we capture how the overall visual experience is evolving. We compute pairwise similarity between GIST features [40] of all video frames (for one viewer) and store the pairwise similarities in a
, in which the element U GIST E i ðf p ; f q Þ is the GIST similarity between frames f p and f q of egocentric video i, and T E i is the number of frames in the ith egocentric video. Two examples of such features are illustrated in the left column of Fig. 5b . The GIST similarity is a function of the Euclidean distance of the GIST feature vectors,
In which g E i fp and g E i fq are the GIST descriptors of frames f p and f q of egocentric video i, and g is a constant which we empirically set to 0.5.
The second feature is a time series counting the number of visible people in each frame. In order to have an estimate of the number of people, we run a pre-trained human detector using deformable part model DPM [6] on each egocentric video frame. To make sure that our method is not including humans in far distances (which are less likely to be present in the top-view camera), we exclude bounding boxes with sizes smaller than a certain threshold (determined considering an average human height of 1.7 m and length of the diagonal of the area being covered in the top view video frame.). Each of the remaining bounding boxes has a detection score which is rescaled into the interval [0 1]. The rescaled score has the notion of the probability of that bounding box containing a person. Scores of all detections in a frame are added and used as a count of people in that frame. Therefore, similar to the top-view feature, we can represent the node E i of egocentric video i with a 1 Â T E i vector U n E i
. Some examples of this feature are visualized in Fig. 6 .
Edge Features. To capture the pairwise relationship between egocentric videos i (containing T E i frames) and j (containing T E j frames), we extract GIST features from all of the frames of both videos and form a T E i Â T E j matrix B GIST ij in which B GIST ij ðf p ; f q Þ represents the GIST similarity between frame f p of video i and frame f q of video j, B GIST ij
Two examples of such features are illustrated in the left column of Fig. 5b .
Graph Matching
Our goal in this section is to find a binary assignment matrix X N e ÂN t , in which N e is the number of egocentric videos and N t is the number of people in the top-view video. Xði; jÞ equal to 1 means that egocentric video i has been matched to viewer j in the top-view video. To capture the similarities between the elements of the two graphs, we define the affinity matrix A N e N t ÂN e N t in which a ik;jl is the affinity of edge ij in the egocentric graph with edge kl in the topview graph. Reshaping matrix X as a vector x N e N t Â1 2 f0; 1g 
We compute A ik;jl based on the similarity between the feature descriptor of edge ij in the egocentric graph B GIST ij and the feature descriptor for edge kl in the top-view graph B IOU kl . Once the affinity matrix is known we can measure the probability of each of the nodes in the first graph being matched to each of the nodes in the second graph. This probabilistic assignment is commonly known as soft-assignment.
Soft Assignment. We employ the spectral graph matching method introduced in [9] to compute a soft assignment between the set of egocentric viewers and top-view viewers. In [9] , assuming that the affinity matrix is an empirical estimation of the pairwise assignment probability, and the assignment probabilities are statistically independent, A is represented using its rank one estimation which is computed by
In fact, the rank one estimation of A is the same as its leading eigenvector. Therefore, p can be computed either using eigen decomposition, or estimated iteratively using power iteration. Considering vector p as the assignment probabilities, we reshape p N e N t Â1 into a N e Â N t soft assignment matrix P, for which Pði; jÞ represents the probability of matching egocentric viewer i to viewer j in the top-view video after row normalization. Hard Assignment. Any soft to hard assignment method can be used here to convert the soft assignment result (generated by spectral matching) to the hard binary assignment between the nodes of the graphs, essentially converting soft assignments p into final solutions x in Eq. (3). We used the well-known Munkres (also known as Hungarian) algorithm [41] to obtain the final binary assignment.
In the following, we first describe our method introduced in [1] which solely solves the viewer assignment (Section 3.3). We then describe our two iterative algorithms in Section 3.4 to simultaneously estimate the time-delays and find the best assignments.
Solving Viewer Assignment
As described in the previous section, each of the node/edge features is a 2D matrix. B GIST ij is a T E i Â T E j matrix, where T E i and T E j are the number of frames in egocentric videos i and j, respectively. B are not directly comparable as the two matrices are not of the same size (the videos do not necessarily have the same length). Also, the absolute time in the videos do not correspond to each other as the videos are not time-synchronized. In fact, the relationship between viewers i and j in the 100th frame of the top-view video does not correspond to frame number 100 of the egocentric videos. Due to this, we expect to see a correlation between the GIST similarity of frame 100 þ d i of egocentric video i and frame 100 þ d j of egocentric video j, and the intersection over union of in Top-FOVs of viewers k and l in frame 100. d i and d j are the time delays of egocentric videos i and j with respect to the top-view video, respectively.
In [1] , the affinity between two edges is defined as
where Ã denotes normalized 2D cross correlation. For the elements of A for which i ¼ j and k ¼ l, the affinity captures the compatibility of node i in the egocentric graph, to node k in the top-view graph. The compatibility between the two nodes is computed using 2D normalized cross correlation between U IOU k and U
GIST E i
and 1D cross correlation between U n k and U n E i
. The overall compatibility of the two nodes is a weighted linear combination of the two
where a is a constant between 0 and 1 specifying the contribution of each term. In our experiments, we set a to 0.9. Fig. 5 illustrates the features extracted from some of the nodes and edges in the two graphs. Where maximum of cross correlation occurs is interpreted as the best offset (or delay) that makes the two matrices the most similar. The time delay problem is handled properly by assuming that each crosscorrelation is maximized on an offset equal to the timedelays of its corresponding egocentric videos. This assumption might not always hold as it does not enforce consistency among the assumed time-delays. We will address this issue using the approaches described in the next section.
Joint Optimization of Assignment and Time-Delays
The drawback of the similarity definition in [1] is that it does not enforce any sort of consistency among the time-delays assigned to different egocentric videos. In fact, the problem of viewer assignment and time-delays of the egocentric videos are interconnected. On one hand, we need to have an estimation of the time-delays to be able to correctly measure the node-to-node/edge-to-edge similarities of the corresponding nodes/edges. On the other hand, we need to know the correct assignment to be able to estimate the time-delay between two videos. Theoretically, if we assume the top-view video as a reference of absolute time (as shown in Fig. 7) , each cross-correlation maximization is suggesting one (for nodes), or two (for edges) egocentric time delays with respect to the top-view video's absolute time. As an example, if the edge between egocentric videos i and j has its cross correlation with its corresponding top-view edge maximized at d ), we are assuming egocentric video i is starting at two different absolute times, which is contradictory. Therefore, the framework needs to enforce consistency among the time-delays of all the egocentric videos, suggesting a unique time-delay for each individual egocentric video. As a result, we define the objective as jointly optimizing the time-delays and the assignment. Intuitively, enforcing constraints on the time-delays limits the solution space as some of the solutions using [1] might implicitly assign invalid and inconsistent time-delays to the egocentric videos.
Having N e egocentric videos, we can represent their unknown time delays using a 1 Â N e vector t d . Taking the time delays into account then the objective has the form of
This brings us back to the chicken and egg nature of the problem suggesting an iterative-alternative approach. We initialize the time delays and iteratively estimate the assignments and refine the time-delays based on that. Intuitively, we should seek the optimum assignment in addition to a time delay for each egocentric video. Aðt d Þ is the affinity 
decide which elements of the affinity matrix should contribute to the graph matching score. We employ two iterative methods for this objective. Our first algorithm is faster. It seeks an optimal time delay vector and then proceeds to the assignment problem. The second algorithm alternates between the assignment and time-delay estimation.
First Approach: Spectral Optimization. Our first approach finds an optimum affinity matrix A resulting from the optimal time delays for the egocentric videos. It then solves the assignment using the obtained affinity matrix. In other words, we assume
Intuitively, as explained in Section 3.2, the affinity matrix is estimated using its rank one approximation. This rank one approximation is more reliable when the leading eigenvalue of the affinity has a larger value. Therefore, the higher the leading eigenvalue of the affinity matrix, the more confident our spectral graph matching will be. According to this intuition, we can find t
For solving the objective function above, we initialize the time delays and iteratively refine them using a local search in the N e dimensional space of the time-delay vector. The details are explained in Algorithm 1. Effectively, first we evaluate neighboring time delay vectors by analyzing their corresponding affinity matrices. Having a N e dimensional time-delay vector, we compute its neighboring timedelay vectors along each dimension by changing one of its elements (time-delay of one of the egocentric videos) by a single unit d (which we empirically set to 0.1 sec). For each neighbor, we compute the resulting affinity matrix and its leading eigenvalue. We pick the neighboring time delay vector with the maximum leading eigenvalue in the affinity matrix and update time delays and the affinity matrix. The algorithm keeps iterating until one of the convergence criteria is met. We define the convergence criteria as either reaching a local maximum leading eigenvalue or reaching the maximum number of iterations (which we set to 30). After convergence, soft and hard assignments are computed using the computed optimum affinity matrix. We explore the effect of the two different initializations in terms of assignment and ranking and compare the results with [1] . Second Approach: Graph Matching Score based Optimization. Here, we attempt to find the optimal values for t d and x simultaneously using an iterative-alternative approach. First, we initialize t d , and therefore initialize the affinity matrix. Second, we compute the assignments using spectral graph matching. The assignment is then used to further refine the time delays. In other words, we observe how the graph matching score changes, using different neighboring time delay vectors, and pick the best direction for the growth of the graph matching score. Similar to the previous approach, we simply evaluate the neighboring time-delay vectors along each dimension. We go back and forth between the time-delays and assignments until our termination criteria are met. Similar to Algorithm 1, the termination criteria are defined as reaching a local maximum or maximum number of iterations. The details of this approach are explained in Algorithm 2. Our experiments show that this method outperforms the first approach (Algorithm 1) with slightly more computational complexity as each iteration consists of additional steps of computing the assignment vector x. The performance of this algorithm will be compared to the first approach in the next section. Initializing Time-Delays. Since we locally search for the best solution in our iterative algorithms, the initialization plays a significant role in the final results. Two different initialization methods are considered. First, we initialize the vector t d with a vector of zeros, assuming the videos are timesynchronized. Second, we empirically estimate the timedelays by computing the median of all the values suggested by the cross-correlations. As explained before, each crosscorrelation maximization suggests time-delays for the egocentric videos for which the feature is extracted from. Hence, each of the N e node/edge involving node i will have N t 2 suggested time delays (once cross-correlated with them) adding up to N e N t 2 suggested time-delays for node i. For each cross correlation maximization (Eq. (5)) two expectations are likely to happen: a) random time-delay values suggested by incorrect corresponding nodes/edges, or b) roughly similar time-delay values suggested by correct correspondences. We initialize the time delay of node i as the median of all the suggested values for that specific node. For instance, time delay of egocentric video E i is initialized as the following:
Algorithm 1. Spectral Optimization
Algorithm 2. Matching Score Based Optimization
where T d i is the set of all the time-delays implicitly suggested by the elements of the other graph
We evaluate the effect of this initialization and compare it to the results attained by initializing t d as a vector of zeros.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we mention details of our experimental setup, collected data, evaluation measures, as well as the baselines.
Cross-View Video Dataset
The dataset containing 50 test cases of videos shot in three different indoor and outdoor environments. Each test case contains one top-view and several egocentric videos captured by the people visible in the top-view video. Egocentric viewers were asked to move around with normal walking pace and collect videos with no specific instructions. They could see other moving viewers and occasionally bystanders. An example test case is shown in Fig. 7 . Overall, our dataset contains more than 225,000 frames. Number of people visible in the top-view cameras varies from 3 to 10, number of egocentric cameras varies from 1 to 6, and the ratio of number of available egocentric videos to the number of visible people in the top-view video varies from 0.16 to 1. Lengths of the videos vary from 320 frames (10.6 seconds) up to 3,132 frames (110 seconds).
Evaluation
We evaluate our methods in terms of answering the two questions asked in the Introduction section. 
4).
We also evaluate the performance of our method in jointly addressing the two questions. Given a set of egocentric videos and a set of top-view videos, can we identify the egocentric viewers in the set of top-view videos? We address this in Section 4.2.5. We evaluate the performance of our algorithms in performing temporal alignment and evaluate the effect of parameters such as number of egocentric videos and video length. We also perform analytical and empirical run-time analysis of the proposed approaches.
Methods
Proposed Methods. We evaluate our two proposed iterative methods (spectral and graph matching score based optimization) for enforcing time-delay consistency. Baseline Methods. The following baselines are considered:
Graph Matching (GM): is the framework proposed in [1] upon which we build our algorithms, 2D Unary: is solely using the 2D unary features of the graphs (only the nodes) comparing FOV IOU to gist similarity 2D features, passed through Munkres algorithm, and 1D Unary: is solely using the 1D unary features of the graph comparing number of humans visible in FOV of the egocentric viewers over time, passed through Munkres algorithm. Task specific baselines are described in their corresponding sections.
Ranking Top-View Videos
Here we evaluate whether our graph matching score is a good measure for the similarity between the set of egocentric videos and a top-view video. Having a set of egocentric videos from the same test case (recorded by a group of viewers) and 50 different top-view videos (from different test cases), we compare the similarity of each of the topview graphs to the egocentric graph. After computing the hard assignment for each top view video (resulting in the assignment vector x), the score x T Ax is associated to that top-view video. This score is effectively the summation of all similarities between the corresponding nodes and edges of the two graphs. All the top-view videos are evaluated and ranked using this score. The ranking accuracy is computed by measuring the rank of the ground truth top-view video and computing the cumulative matching curves shown in Fig. 8 . The x-axis in the cumulative matching curves encodes different ranks (top-k in percentage) and y-axis encodes the percentages of the test cases where the correct match was within the top-k rank. The yellow curve is a simple visual baseline in which we compute the average visual feature of all the egocentric videos (gist features) and compare that to the average gist features of all the top-view videos. The green and blue curves show the performance if we only include the unary features in graph matching. The cyan curve shows the ranking accuracy when we apply the graph matching method of [1] where time-delay consistency is not enforced. The magenta and red curves show the ranking accuracy of our proposed algorithms, spectral optimization and matching score based optimization, respectively. The dashed black line shows the accuracy of randomly ranking the top-view videos.
It can be observed that all the curves outperform the random ranking. The magenta and red curves outperforming the cyan curve indicates the effectiveness of our time-delay consistency enforcement. Overall, the red curve shows the Fig. 8 . The cumulative matching curve demonstrates the performance of the proposed spectral and matching based optimization methods (red and magenta) and compares them with the baseline graph matching method introduced in [1] . It shows that our proposed algorithms outperform the baselines by more than 1.3 and 8.3 percent, respectively.
best results indicating that our second algorithm (graph matching score based) outperforms the first one (spectral optimization). Please note that both of the proposed methods were initialized using the medians of the suggested values as described in the initialization section. In general, this experiment answers the first question. Indeed, graph matching score can be used as a cue for narrowing down the search space among the top-view videos for finding the one corresponding to our set of the egocentric cameras.
Viewer Ranking
Given the top-view video containing the egocentric viewers, we evaluate our soft assignment approach in terms of its capability in ranking top-view viewers. In other words, we can look at our soft assignment as a measure to sort the viewers in the top-view video based on their assignment probabilities to an egocentric video. Computing the ranks of the correct matches, we can plot the cumulative matching curves to illustrate their performance.
We evaluate the performance of our proposed iterative methods, each with two different initializations, and compare their performance with baselines in Fig. 9a: 1) Random ranking (dashed black line) which is randomly ranking the viewers present in the top-view video for each egocentric video, 2) Sorting the top-view viewers based on the similarities of their 1D unary features to the 1D unary features of each egocentric camera (i.e., number of visible humans illustrated by the blue curve), 3) Sorting the top-view viewers based on their 2D unary features (GIST versus FOV, shown by the green curve). Notice that, here, we are ignoring the pairwise relationships (edges) in the graphs (the blue and green curves). The cyan curve illustrates the accuracy of the method used in [1] , and the magenta and red curves show the performance of our spectral based and graph matching score based methods, respectively. Solid curves are the outcomes of median initialization, while the dashed curves are results with zero initialization. It can be observed that correctly initializing the time-delays has a significant impact on the performance.
Assignment Accuracy
In order to answer the second question, we need to assess the accuracy of our method in terms of hard-assignment. Having a set of egocentric videos and a top-view video corresponding to the egocentric viewers, we compute the percentage of egocentric videos that were correctly matched to their corresponding viewer. We compare the hardassignment accuracies of our two proposed algorithms with two different initializations, with baselines in Fig. 9b . Similar to the ranking performance, the first baseline is random assignment. For this purpose, we randomly assign each egocentric video to one of the visible viewers in the top-view video. The second baseline is performing Hungarian bipartite matching only on the 1D unary feature which is the count of visible humans over time. The third baseline is performing Hungarian bipartite matching only on the 2D unary feature (GIST versus FOV, denoted as Unary FOV), ignoring the pairwise relationships (edges) in the graphs. The fourth baseline is Graph Matching method introduced in [1] . The consistent improvement of the Graph Matching method using both unary and pairwise features (denoted as GM) over the baselines shows the significant contribution of pairwise features in the assignment accuracy. The last four columns show the assignment accuracies using the two iterative algorithms proposed in this work. We find that initializing the time delays as a vector of zeros does not improve the assignment accuracy. Instead, using the median of suggested time-delays introduced in Section 3.4 boosts the assignment accuracy significantly. The highest accuracy is achieved by median-based initialization and the graph matching score using the iterative-alternative algorithm, which results in 96.1 percent assignment accuracy. The promising accuracy acquired by graph matching answers the second question. Knowing that a top-view camera is capturing a set of egocentric viewers, we can use visual cues in the egocentric videos and the top-view video to decide reliably which viewer is capturing which egocentric video. Fig. 9. (a) shows the cumulative matching curve for ranking the viewers in the top-view video. The green and blue curves belong to ranking based on the cross correlation between the 2D, and cross correlation between the 1D unary scores, respectively (Not incorporating pairwise features). The cyan curve is the result of the graph matching method (Section 3.3) , and the magenta and red curves are the results of the two iterative approaches introduced in Section 3.4 with two different initializations. The dashed black line shows random ranking accuracy. (b) shows the assignment accuracy mean and standard deviations based on random assignment, using the number of humans, using unary features, using spectral graph matching, and using our two iterative approaches with two different initializations. The best performance in both (a) and (b) is achieved by the matching score based iterative optimization, when the time-delays are initialized by the median of the suggested values.
Joint Evaluation
In the viewer ranking evaluation, we assumed that the correct top-view video is given and we solely need to rank the visible viewers. Here, we jointly evaluate the two objectives assuming we do not know which top-view video contains the egocentric viewers. In other words, given a set of egocentric videos and a set of top-view videos, we search for each egocentric viewer in the content of all of the top-view videos. We sort all the 235 identities visible in all of the top-view videos based on their matching score to each egocentric video. The matching score is computed by combining the two similarity measures that are used for our two separate tasks. In Section 4.2.2, we compute a graph matching score for matching the egocentric set E to top view video k, which we call sðE; kÞ. In Section 4.2.3, we assumed that we know the correct top-view video and then computed the similarity of an egocentric viewer to each top-view identity. That similarity for egocentric video i and top-view identity j is defined as the soft assignment probabilities computed by the spectral graph matching (pði; jÞ). Since we hold the assumption that the topview video being considered (video k) is the correct top-view video, in essence we can consider pði; jÞ as a conditional probability of pði; jjkÞ. Therefore, we combine the two scores and define the similarity of egocentric video i in egocentric set E to identity j in top-view video k as sðE; kÞpði; jjkÞ. Given a query egocentric video, we sort all top-view identities in all top-view videos based on this score and evaluate our the ranking performance. The cumulative matching curve is shown in Fig. 10 . Depending on the used graph matching algorithm (method introduced in [1] or our iterative algorithms), sðE; kÞ and pði; jjkÞ would be different for each egocentric video -top-view identity pair. We show the performance of each method in Fig. 10 . It can be seen that the proposed iterative algorithms (highlighted in magenta and red) outperform the baseline (cyan curve) introduced in [1] .
Temporal Misalignment
We evaluated the effect of our two algorithms in terms of temporal alignment error. The error distributions are shown in Fig. 13c . The shift in the distribution shows the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms in terms of reducing temporal misalignment across the egocentric and top-view videos. Similar to assignment accuracy and ranking, the best performance is achieved using the graph matching based optimization (blue distribution).
Effect of Number of Egocentric Cameras
In Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, we evaluated the performance of our method given all the available egocentric videos present in each set as the input to our method. In this experiment, we compare the accuracy of our assignment and ranking framework as a function of the completeness ratio ( n Ego n Top ) of our egocentric set. Each of our sets contains 3 < N t < 11 viewers in the top-view camera, and 2 < N e < 8 egocentric videos. Depending on the included subset of egocentric videos, we can generate up to 2,862 instances of our problem. We evaluate the accuracy of our method and baselines using different subsets of the egocentric videos. A total of 2 N e À 1 non-empty subsets of egocentric videos is possible depending on which egocentric video, out of N e , is included (i.e., all possible non-empty subsets). Fig. 11 illustrates the assignment and ranking accuracies using the graph matching method [1] versus the ratio of the available egocentric videos to the number of visible people in the top-view camera. It shows that as the completeness ratio increases, the assignment accuracy improves drastically. Intuitively, having more egocentric cameras gives more information regarding the structure of the graph (by providing more pairwise terms) which leads to improvement in the spectral graph matching and assignment accuracy. 
Effect of Video Length in Assignment Accuracy
Here, we analyze the effect of video length in assignment accuracy [1] . We use smaller portions of the videos and measure how the assignment accuracy changes as we increase the video length. As the video length increases, the assignment accuracy increases (See Fig. 13b) . Intuitively, longer videos provide more discriminative unary and pairwise features, and therefore lead to better performance.
Measuring Scalability and Run-Time Analysis
Since our dataset contains a limited number of people in each test case, we evaluated the scalability of our proposed algorithms in terms of computation time using synthetic data. We generated a set of trajectories in 2D space by randomly generating 2D initial positions, speed and acceleration. This set of trajectories is then transformed to another set using a similarity transform (i.e., rotation and translation). Random noise, with different standard deviations, is added to the trajectory points. A random temporal offset is also added to each trajectory in the transformed set (examples are shown in Fig. 12 ). We then form graphs similar to the ones in Section 3.1 on each set of trajectories. We compute node and edge features similar to the features that were extracted from top-view trajectories. These graphs and their features (extracted similar to the top-view features in our method; Section 3.1) are then fed to the proposed algorithms. Computation time is then evaluated as a function of graph size.
We analytically and empirically evaluate the run-time and scalability of our proposed approach compared to [1] . We show that the computational bottleneck is computing the cross-correlations across the features, which is in common between the two frameworks. Our proposed algorithms do not add significant additional time-complexity to that of [1] .
Analytical Run-time Analysis
Let n be the number of top-view identities, m be number of egocentric viewers, and t be the video length. Egocentric and top-view videos have roughly the same order or number of frames. The top-view graph then has Oðn 2 Þ features (nodes and edges), and the ego graph has Oðm 2 Þ features. As a result, we compute Oðm 2 n 2 Þ cross-correlations for forming the affinity matrix and initializing the time-delay vector. Each 2D cross-correlation operation takes Oðt 4 Þ time. Thus, the whole initialization procedure takes Oðm 2 n 2 t 4 Þ. Notice that this part is the same for [1] and our proposed framework. In [1] , after the initialization, we perform eigen decomposition and hardto-soft assignment using the Munkres algorithm only once. In the proposed algorithms, however, we perform this computation(s) several times. The estimation of the leading eigenvector of the affinity matrix (whose size is mn Â mn) takes Oðm 2 n 2 Þ as it is estimated using the power iteration method. The Munkres algorithm also takes Oðm 2 n 2 Þ with our implementation. At each iteration of our iterative algorithms, we modify the delay vector by performing a local grid search over the time delay of each egocentric video. This process takes Oðm 2 n 2 Þ at each iteration as the cross-correlation is precomputed and we only need to look up the new values in the affinity matrix using the candidate time delays. More specifically, at each iteration, we iterate over m different egocentric videos to update the elements in the affinity matrix related to that specific node and its connected edges (mn 2 elements), which would lead to Oðm 2 n 2 Þ. Thus, in the spectral level optimization algorithm, each iteration takes Oðm 2 n 2 Þ. For the graph matching optimization, it takes additional Oðm 2 n 2 Þ for the Munkres algorithm, resulting in the same order in theory (Oðm 2 n 2 Þ), but in practice slightly longer per iteration. In total, our previous framework presented in [1] has time complexity of
Given that the number of iterations k itr is bounded by max itr , which we set to 30, the proposed algorithms have the total time complexity of Oðm 2 n 2 t 4 Þ þ k itr Oðm 2 n 2 Þ ¼ Oðm 2 n 2 t 4 Þ. Therefore, the overall timecomplexity is of the same order as in [1] , yet we achieve higher accuracy in all of the tasks.
Empirical Run-Time Analysis
Each cross correlation (video lengths of around 300 frames) takes around 0.91 seconds, leading to 568.75 seconds for the initialization of two 5 by 5 graphs. Each iteration of the spectral level optimization takes approximately 0.21 seconds and the graph matching score based method approximately 0.28 seconds. In our experiments, on average the total time of all of the iterations of each spectral based instance takes 1.05 seconds, while the graph matching based method takes 1.51 seconds. Given the 568.75 seconds needed for the initialization, the run-time of both of our proposed algorithms are negligible. All experiments were performed in MATLAB using a 2.4 GHz CPU.
Scalability of Temporal-Alignment Algorithms
We performed an experiment using our synthetic data (as discussed in Section 4.3), where we analyzed the effect of graph size. As shown in Fig. 13a and discussed in Section 4.3.1, the computation time increases polynomially with graph size Oðm 2 n 2 Þ. Given that the computation complexity of spectral graph matching is Oðm 2 n 2 Þ, any framework using spectral graph matching would have at least the same order of computational complexity. Please note that the measured time is the time of our iterative algorithms excluding the crosscorrelation and initialization step which is in common between our method and [1] . As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the time complexity of these steps is negligible in comparison to the cross-correlation step which is on Oðm 2 n 2 t 4 Þ as long as t ) m; n.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitations of our method, possible future work to improve upon our existing approach, as well as alternative solutions. Our Assumptions. We employed certain assumptions which even though are accurate in a majority of cases, may not hold in general. Future work should explore alternative representations capable of dealing with such cases. For example, we assumed that the top-view video has a top-down (90 ) orientation with respect to the ground plane. In case of oblique view videos, a rectification preprocessing step would be necessary. In addition, here the egocentric cameras are assumed to have normals parallel to the ground plane. That is, our model only handles egocentric camera roll, therefore yaw and pitch of the camera are not considered. A more accurate model should take these into account when computing topview FOVs.
To focus on the details of the cross-view assignment problem, we assumed that top-view person detections are given. We formulate the problem as assigning each egocentric video to one full trajectory in the top-view video. In case of imperfect tracks generated by an automatic tracker, our method will assign each egocentric video to one of the imperfect tracks. Performance evaluation in such a scenario is non-trivial. A general definition of our problem can allow assigning more than one egocentric to one trajectory. Our current formulation does not allow this. A possible solution to address imperfect tracking is to use tracking confidence measures to split the videos into different instances (e.g., using a threshold) and solve the assignment for each split independently. Assuming each split of the video contains perfect tracks, our method is applicable as it is. Notice that human detection and tracking in top-view cameras are easier compared to when using egocentric cameras, due to lack of occlusions.
One of our assumptions is that the viewer's direction of motion indicates his head direction. In normal walking, head and body orientations are often aligned. This does not hold in stationary situations where a person rotates in place. A possible remedy to this is to train a head pose estimation model and use it for top-view FOV estimation.
In our dataset, most of the videos are captured in static environments (i.e., fixed objects). Other people (not present in the egocentric set) can enter and exit the scene. We used FOV overlap as a similarity measure at different times. It remains to investigate how our method fares over crowded and dynamic scenes and how more accurate reasoning across the two views can be done in such cases.
Exploring Other Scenarios. A more general version of the addressed problem includes multiple egocentric viewers, multiple viewers without wearable cameras and multiple surveillance cameras recording overlapping or non-overlapping parts of the scene. A unified framework capable of relating egocentric and top (or oblique) view videos can potentially perform geometric reasoning for inferring more accurate identification of the egocentric viewers, and also reason about possible blind spots. Further, non-visual cues such as audio could be used to temporally align several videos.
Alternative Approaches. Other computer vision techniques such as visual odometry can be also considered for relating the two views. As an example, we attempted to approach the addressed problem using visual odometry [42] , [43] at first, however, the results were not accurate enough perhaps due to a lot of jitter in egocentric videos. Even in simple scenarios such as walking with a steady speed, a simple head turn could introduce a lot of noise to the predicted trajectory leading to near random performance. We illustrate a few examples of trajectories generated from egocentric videos compared to their ground-truth top-view video trajectories in Fig. 14 . Nonetheless, we believe more extensive efforts in adapting visual odometry methods to this problem may lead to promising results. Supervised methods could also be employed for solving the assignment problems by learning the unary and pairwise relationships directly from data.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we addressed two main questions regarding relating multiple egocentric videos to a single top-view video. First, can we tell if a set of egocentric videos belong to a set of humans present in a top-view video? And second, 13. (a) Testing scalability of the proposed algorithms in terms of computation time. It can be observed that the computation time increases polynomially with the size of the graphs for both of our proposed algorithms, (b) The effect of video length on the assignment accuracy. As the video length increases, the assignment accuracy improves. Please note that each blue dot represents one test sample, and the dashed red curve represents the cumulative mean assignment accuracy (mean of all accuracies with video length smaller than t), and (c) Distribution of temporal misalignments before (yellow) and after our spectral based iterative algorithm (green), and after our graph matching based method (blue). It can be observed that the distribution of the misalignments have been shifted to lower values. The average of misalignments have been reduced from 1.2 to 1.06 and .87 seconds.
given that they do, can we identify the egocentric viewers in the top-view video? We proposed a unified framework that can efficiently answer these questions.
Our experiments suggest that the pattern of change in the content of the egocentric videos, along with the relationships among them helps identify the viewers in top-view. To capture such patterns, we utilized a spectral graph matching technique and showed that the graph matching score is a meaningful criterion for narrowing down the search space in a set of top-view videos. Further, the assignment obtained by our framework is capable of associating egocentric videos to the viewers in the top-view camera. We conclude that meaningful features can be extracted from single, and pairs of egocentric camera(s), simply based on global scene gist of the content of the camera and incorporating the temporal information of the video(s).
Empirical investigation shows that the assignment accuracy drops significantly if we do not include the binary features. This means that capturing the relationship among the viewers in top and egocentric views is a crucial factor. Also, enforcing consistency among the time-delays improved the accuracy in terms of assignment and ranking, as it prevents the system from producing invalid answers with contradictory implicit time-delay assignments. We also demonstrate that the completeness of the egocentric set is a key factor in the performance of our proposed algorithms. Generally, the more complete the egocentric set, the higher assignment and ranking accuracy of the graph matching method. Video length is another significant factor. Longer videos result in more discriminative patterns in 1D and 2D feature descriptors, and thus lead to more accurate assignments.
Our work helps relate two domain that so far have been studied independently and can also be used to infer new insights regarding the visual world from different perspectives. As one example, we studied human identification but the same methods can be used for understanding behavior of other entities such as animals or cars. We believe that our work is a starting point for further explorations (as discussed in Section 5) in this area.
